
E d u c at i o n a l  m ov i es   

a n d   

k e y  co m p e t e n c es  

ON THE PATH TO A SUCCESSFUL LIFE 



Personal stories of individuals 

Using examples from real life situations, for example, the story of a retired couple, an unemployed man, a 

young female migrant, a young dropout and a father or a retired traveller, the viewer gets a precise insight into 

the problems that occur when facing an under-developed key competence, practical responses to the real life 

needs of individuals and into the educational solutions that individuals have chosen to solve their problems. 

educational movie series  

“On the Path to a Successful Life” 

The educational movie series On the Path to a Successful Life are user-friendly  

presentations on real life situations of individuals that faced some sort of problems in their 

lives because they had shortages in the development of a particular key competence.  

The series includes eight movies, each of them represents one of the key competences and 

are didactically designed in such a way that can be easily used by learners and by teachers. 

Simon, an unemployed man,  an educational  movie on the key competence 

Learning to learn  

Spouses Šalamun, a retired couple, an educational  

movie on the key competence Mathematical  

competence and basic competences in science and 

technology  



Movies as learning tools  

Educational movies are tested practical tools. The part where the protagonist solves his problem with  

dedication to education and learning, leads the viewer to the thought: “I can do it myself as well, I have to do 

something.” Therefore, these emotionally powerful personal stories easily engage the viewer in decisions to 

take individual actions.   

 

Movies are especially useful for those 

adults who have more problems with 

written texts and therefore more easily 

accept information through video. The 

main characteristic of the movies On the 

Path to a Successful Life is that they involve 

personal stories of narrators in a such way 

that the universal/transferable experiences 

are gradually revealed and easily 

recognized by the viewer.  
Bojan, a retired man, an educational movie on the key competence  

Digital competence  

Danijela, a migrant, an educational movie on  

the key competence Communication in the mother 

tongue  

Nejc, a young droupout and a father,  

an educational movie on the key competence  

Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship  

Usefulness of educational movies for vulnerable groups  

Movies can be used for different purposes and in different stages of the educational process: for the  

independent individual learning or as a tool for group work and learning, as warm-up motivation and/or as a 

summary for repetition. 



For direct links to the educational movies and other educational multimedia 

resources, visit the website:  

https://pismenost.acs.si/en/ 

 

For more information, contact: 

petra.javrh@acs.si, ester.mozina@acs.si 


